
Made over a period of six years, Borderland: 
Stories from Donbas offers a rare glimpse of 
everyday life in the Donbas region.  Situated 
at the far eastern edge of Ukraine, close to 
the border of Russia, it is the site of the only 
active war zone in Europe. This is the premier 
and first major solo show of award-winning 
photographer Christopher Nunn.

Nunn ended up in this war zone unexpectedly. In 
2013 he travelled to Kalush, Ukraine, in an attempt 

to learn more about his grandmother who had 
arrived in the North of England as a displaced 
person just after World War II. A year later, Nunn 
was still in Ukraine when the Euromaidan protests 
started in Kyiv. In the subsequent five years, he 
has been present during the revolution, the early 
political chaos and ongoing war. 

Nunn cares about people’s stories and how 
Donbas is represented. He was drawn to the 
small mining settlements where families relax by 
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overgrown riversides, cramped apartment block 
kitchens, village bars and fading towns now on 
the doorstep of war at the very edge of Europe. 
The exhibition presents themes including the 
dynamics of families; masculinity of young men 
and fathers; freedom and togetherness, and 
seemingly inescapable ties with history. 

Nunn’s images capture the quiet moments and 
the overlooked details that are mostly away from 
the flashpoints of fighting and the spotlight of 
international news. With a constant focus on 
people’s everyday lives, their personal narratives 
and subjective struggles, his photographs tell 
small stories that are part of a bigger picture. 

Christopher Nunn says, ‘Everybody had a story 
to tell. I heard hundreds of stories, from the tragic 
to hilarious. The Donbas is, to me, beautiful and 
brutal; a place of comedy and pain. The conflict 
existed and the people I photographed existed 
too. Many times, I heard the tired line “we do not 

live here, we just exist”. Most of my photographs 
are about simply existing’.

Anne McNeill, Director of Impressions 
Gallery and curator of the show says “Nunn’s 
photographs are the antidote to traditional 
photojournalism, and the Western media’s usual 
representation of the conflict.  What began as a 
personal project on memory and belonging has 
grown into an extensive body of work about the 
way people think and act with regards to their 
country, their collective identity, and their history 
in a time of flux.” 

An Impressions Gallery touring exhibition 
curated by Anne McNeill.
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Notes to editors

Borderland: Stories from Donbas is part of Impressions Gallery’s commitment to 
seeking out and mentoring tomorrow’s talent by supporting the careers of emerging 
photographers.

For further information and images contact Angela Sheard, Associate Curator at 
media@impressions-gallery.com or phone 01274 737843.

Credits Borderland: Stories from Donbas is an Impressions Gallery touring exhibition curated by 
Anne McNeill. Print sponsor Spectrum Photographic. Publication partner ESSARTER Editions. 

Events Official Launch, Thursday 3 October, 6.00pm to 8.00pm. Free, all welcome. Christopher 
Nunn in conversation with Anne McNeill followed by book signing as part of Impressions’ annual 
Photobook Fair, Saturday 26 October, 3.30pm to 4.30pm. Free, no booking required.

Publication The accompanying publication, Borderland: Stories from Donbas with photographs 
by Christopher Nunn and texts in Ukrainian, French and English, is co-published by ESSARTER 
Editions and Impressions Gallery. The publication will be available from bookshops in the UK and 
France, with signed copies from Impressions Gallery’s Bookshop available on request. 

Exhibition venue and opening hours: 
Impressions Gallery, Centenary Square, Bradford, BD1 1SD
Tel. 01274 737843 
enquiries@impressions-gallery.com
Tuesday to Thursday 10am to 6pm 
Friday and Saturday 10am to 5pm
Closed Sundays and Mondays
Closed over the Christmas holiday period from 24 December to 1 January inclusive 

Admission FREE
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Christopher Nunn is a photographer based in the north of England, who works on personal 
projects and commissions throughout the UK and internationally. His work has been shown at 
Saatchi Gallery, London;  Klaipeda Exhibition Hall, Lithuania; Neue Galerie im Höhmannhaus, 
Germany; Vyner Street Gallery, London; and Tokyo Institute of Photography, Japan. He was 
nominated for the Prix Pictet award (2015), selected as one of PDN’s 30 New and Emerging 
Photographers (2016), and the winner of a Magenta Foundation Flash Forward (2017). Most 
recently he was the recipient of the second Bob & Diane Fund grant for his work on Alzheimer’s, 
and shortlisted for the Tim Hetherington Visionary Award 2019.  His work has been published 
internationally including i-D, De Correspondent, The Asahi Shimbun Globe, The Financial Times 
Weekend Magazine, Le Monde, Morgenbladet, The New Yorker, The Sunday Times and The Wall 
Street Journal. www.christophernunn.co.uk

Impressions Gallery is a charity that helps people understand the world through photography. 
The Gallery collaborates with photographers and organisations nationally and internationally to 
commission, exhibit and publish photography. Our work with new emerging photographers and 
often-overlooked artists cements and builds their careers. Established in 1972 as one of the 
first specialist photographic galleries in Europe, Impressions has grown to become one of the 
UK’s leading independent venues for contemporary photography. We are located in the heart 
of Bradford, UNESCO City of Film. We work with local communities and young people to make 
photography accessible to all through our formal and informal education. Impressions is funded by 
Arts Council England as a National Portfolio Organisation and supported by Bradford Metropolitan 
District Council. www.impressions-gallery.com 

ESSARTER Editions is a publishing house specialised in photo-documentary books. The project 
was born in the meeting of several people and a desire to gather around common interests: 
books, photography and documentary. ESSARTER Éditions sets itself as its main goal: the creation 
of books where photographs and texts meet and even confront each other. Our books tend to the 
meeting of fully immersed personalities in moving territories, probing drifting places, away from 
the media’s spotlights. ESSARTER Editions organises exhibitions and public talks (Festival Images 
Singulières - Sète, Fotodepartment - St Petersburg, Village Books - Leeds, Arnolfini Bookshop - 
Bristol, Cité Internationale des Arts - Paris)  and participates in several book fairs (Temple Arles 
Book - Arles, Rolling Papers - Paris, La comète - Paris, Festival de l’Histoire de l’Art - Fontainebleau).
http://essartereditions.com

Arts Council England believes that great art and culture inspires us, brings us together and 
teaches us about ourselves and the world around us. In short, it makes life better. We champion, 
develop and invest in artistic and cultural experiences that enrich people’s lives. We support 
activities across the arts, museums and libraries – from theatre to digital art, reading to dance, 
music to literature, and crafts to collections. Between 2018 and 2022, we will invest £1.45 billion 
of public money from government and an estimated £860 million from the National Lottery to help 
create these experiences for as many people as possible across the country. 
www.artscouncil.org.uk

Keep in touch 
Twitter: @ImpGalleryPhoto
Facebook: Impressions Gallery   
Instagram: ImpGalleryPhoto

Print and mount sponsor:


